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The 7 Key things to Attract Money.

Know which way your cash is flowing.
Keep an expense log for at least 2 months. The longer
you track your expenses, the more likely your expense
figure will be accurate. Compare this figure with your
monthly income. Your income is flowing positive if you
have more income than expenses, and your income is
flowing negative if you have more expenses than
income. Focus on a positive cash flow, the more
positive the better. You can increase your income or
reduce your expenses if your cash is flowing negative.

One of the big money pitfalls is chasing money to
acquire material stuff to increase your selfworthiness. Impressing your friends and relatives
with a the big house that no longer makes sense;
or acquaintances and strangers by buying the
sports car, expensive jewelry, or fancy clothes, is
passé. Let your true spirit shine! Your stuff does
not define you. Letting go of some of your stuff
may lighten your load to feel more freedom.

This is a great time to build
your own economy.

Knowledge is power!
No one cares about your money and your family’s well
being more than you. Take control of your money and
don’t listen to anyone without doing your own research.
Get educated about your finances. For ideas, check
out our recommended book list.

Connect with community.
Gather with friends or join like-minded groups. Have
fun and enjoy other people.

Giving is a powerful way to keep
energy (and money) flowing.
The Universe, in infinite wisdom, has a fulfilling giving
cycle. As you give and bless others you move closer
toward your abundance.
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Know that you are not your stuff.
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Make a list of 5 things you enjoy doing and would
do more often if you had more time. Review your
list of 5 and select the one that jumps out at you.
This thing you could do all day long for free. Now
list ideas of how you could start making a few
dollars taking action. Set a small goal of making
$25 in the next 2 weeks doing this thing, and
increase your dollar goal increments.

Gratitude is another tool in
Leveraging Universal Power.
Feeling and expressing gratitude opens the
doorway for more things to be grateful for to come
your way. Daily writing of things you are grateful
uses the power of the written word to allow grace
to enter.
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